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Cardiovascular management following hypoxic–ischemic
encephalopathy in North America: need for physiologic
consideration
Regan E. Giesinger1, Philip T. Levy2, J. Lauren Ruoss3, Mohamed El Dib4, Khorshid Mohammad5, Pia Wintermark6 and
Patrick J. McNamara1,7

BACKGROUND: Hypotension and hypoxemic respiratory failure are common among neonates with hypoxic–ischemic
encephalopathy (HIE) undergoing therapeutic hypothermia (TH). Right ventricular (RV) dysfunction is associated with adverse
neurodevelopment. Individualized management utilizing targeted neonatal echocardiography (TnECHO) may enhance care.
METHODS: We evaluated the influence of TnECHO programs on cardiovascular practices in HIE/TH patients utilizing a 77-item
REDCap survey. Nominated representatives of TnECHO (n= 19) or non-TnECHO (n= 96) sites were approached.
RESULTS: Seventy-one (62%) sites responded. Baseline neonatal intensive care unit characteristics and HIE volume were
comparable between groups. Most centers monitor invasive blood pressure; however, we identified 17 unique definitions of
hypotension. TnECHO centers were likelier to trend systolic/diastolic blood pressure and request earlier echocardiography. TnECHO
responders were less likely to use fluid boluses; TnECHO responders more commonly chose an inotrope first-line, while non-
TnECHO centers used a vasopressor. For HRF, TnECHO centers chose vasopressors with a favorable pulmonary vascular profile. Non-
TnECHO centers used more dopamine and more extracorporeal membrane oxygen for patients with HRF.
CONCLUSIONS: Cardiovascular practices in neonates with HIE differ between centers with and without TnECHO. Consensus
regarding the definition of hypotension is lacking and dopamine use is common. The merits of these practices among these
patients, who frequently have comorbid pulmonary hypertension and RV dysfunction, need prospective evaluation.
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IMPACT:

● Cardiovascular care following HIE while undergoing therapeutic hypothermia varies between centers with access to trained
hemodynamics specialists and those without.

● Because cardiovascular dysfunction is associated with brain injury, precision medicine-based care may be an avenue to
improving outcomes.

● Therapeutic hypothermia has introduced new physiological considerations and enhanced survival. It is essential that
hemodynamic strategies evolve to keep pace; however, little literature exists.

● Lack of consensus regarding fundamental definitions (e.g., hypotension) highlights the importance of collaboration among the
scientific community to advance the field.

● The value of enhanced cardiovascular care guided by hemodynamic specialists requires prospective evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
Term infants presenting with neonatal encephalopathy (NE) may
have diverse contributors to their neurological phenotype, which
may include developmental, metabolic, thrombotic, or other
etiologies, of which hypoxia–ischemia is one common pathophy-
siology. NE is a leading cause of death or disability around the
world.1 Therapeutic hypothermia (TH), which is now standard of
care across developed countries, has reduced the risk of death
and/or disability in survivors; however, 45–55% of neonates with

NE continue to suffer adverse neurodevelopmental consequences
despite optimal application of TH.2 Hypoxemic respiratory failure
(HRF) secondary to acute pulmonary hypertension (aPH), also
referred to as persistent pulmonary hypertension (PPHN), occurs in
6–25% of patients with NE/TH2–4 Concurrent diagnosis of transient
myocardial ischemia or requirement for cardiovascular support for
at least 24 h occurs in 62% patients.5 It has been speculated that
cardiorespiratory compromise following birth, which includes
cardiac dysfunction, hypotension, aPH or a combination thereof,
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may contribute to impaired long-term outcomes. Recent evidence
suggests that both aPH6 and right ventricular (RV) dysfunction7

may be associated with mortality and/or abnormal neurological
outcome in these neonates. This raises the possibility that early
targeted cardiovascular care, based on enhanced physiologic/
diagnostic precision, may provide an opportunity to improve long-
term outcomes in this patient population.8

Evidence to support individualized cardiovascular care of
patients with NE/TH is extremely limited. Comprehensive physio-
logical appraisal and multiple echocardiography evaluations
during the stabilization phase may be required, particularly to
develop a robust evidence base for a particular strategy. In North
America this may not be possible within the framework of a busy
pediatric cardiology program. Targeted neonatal echocardiogra-
phy (TnECHO) is a tool that enables real-time determination of
physiology at the bedside in a noninvasive, rapid manner that can
be followed serially to evaluate changes due to clinical evolution
and/or therapy.9,10 Neonatal intensivists are increasingly utilizing
TnECHO to guide cardiovascular care in the neonatal intensive
care unit (NICU), and a developing body of literature supports its
use in various neonatal disease states.11–13 Although formal
TnECHO programs have been developing across Canada since
201114 and are starting to emerge in the United States of
America,15 the role that these programs play in the care of
neonates with cardiovascular disease in the setting of NE/TH is
unknown. In this study, we aim to evaluate the influence of access
to TnECHO on the contemporary approach to cardiovascular
assessment and therapeutics among neonates with NE/TH
compared to programs without access to this resource. We
hypothesize that centers with active TnECHO programs will place
a greater emphasis on pathophysiology-driven therapeutic
strategies based on their greater access to this real-time
hemodynamic assessment and knowledge.

METHODS
A REDCap questionnaire was designed to evaluate diagnostic
criteria, monitoring tools and treatment of circulatory dysfunction.
A preliminary draft of questions was developed (R.E.G.) and
circulated for feedback to three neonatologists with expertise in
neonatal hemodynamics (P.T.L., J.L.R., P.J.M.) and three neonatol-
ogists with established expertise in neonatal neurology (K.M., M.E.
D., P.W.). Questions were modified/dropped/added if a majority
from both groups of experts agreed. The survey was modified and
recirculated until all authors agreed on the questions. After
approval, the survey was piloted by two neonatologists unin-
volved in its development. Further refinement of wording and
question structure was made following this pilot testing to
optimize clarity of intent. The final 77-item survey was agreed
upon by all authors. A waiver of the requirement for institutional
research ethics board approval was obtained from the University
of Iowa (Iowa, USA) and convenience sample was used.

Target population surveyed
The survey was distributed to two types of tertiary or quaternary
centers as defined by access to TnECHO services. TnECHO centers
were defined as sites with active clinical hemodynamic consulta-
tion services. Essential components to qualify as a hemodynamic
consultation service include: (i) involvement of one or more
neonatologists with formal advanced TnECHO training,14 (ii)
performance of comprehensive clinical assessment and quantita-
tive TnECHO evaluation(s) in patients with critical illness, (iii) the
provision of physiological information and management advice to
peer neonatologists. Access of non-TnECHO centers to pediatric
cardiology services was assessed. TnECHO sites (n= 19) were
identified via their representatives to the PanAmerican Hemody-
namics Collaborative, which is an international consortium of
neonatologists with advanced training in neonatal hemodynamics

and TnECHO and represents all known TnECHO programs in North
America. A single representative hemodynamics expert was
requested to respond from each TnECHO center. Non-TnECHO
sites (n= 96) were selected by contacting the Division Directors of
all Canadian and American academic neonatology programs. The
Division Chiefs in the United States were contacted via the
Division Directors listserv and those in Canada were emailed
individually. The Division Directors were asked to choose the
single respondent with the most appropriate working knowledge
of the subject matter of cardiovascular care for neonates with NE
from their practice group. Potential responders were sent one
reminder email 2 weeks after the initial contact. Responses were
collected anonymously.

Center characteristics
Demographic characteristics of each center that were collected
included center type (TnECHO or not), perinatal/inborn or referral/
outborn center, unit size by bed and faculty number, access to
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), and geographic
location within North America. In order to evaluate the
equivalency of the centers in terms of exposure to the disease
population of interest, the number of cases with NE/TH per year
was also collected.

Assessment/monitoring for cardiovascular disease
Information was collected on blood pressure monitoring including
preferred location (4 limb, right upper, umbilical artery, or
peripheral artery) and type (invasive/noninvasive). Responders
were asked to provide their institutional definition of hypotension
as free text, due to potential for heterogeneity given lack of
direction from the literature. Similarly, the definition of HRF and
methods used to evaluate the adequacy of oxygenation was
queried. The institutional approach to the measurement of
troponin was requested and, if measured, responders were asked
to describe how troponin was used as a contributor to clinical
care. Responders were asked whether echocardiography of any
type was performed as a standard screening test (“routine
screening”) in all patients admitted with NE/TH, and if so, at what
time-point following admission. In addition, responders were
asked to provide circumstances in which an echocardiogram (of
any type) was typically requested for diagnostic reasons. The
phase of illness in which echocardiography was typically
requested as a diagnostic tool for hypotension or HRF was
specifically queried. Details of specific echocardiography measure-
ments quantifying common pathology, and clinically relevant
aspects of cardiovascular disease of patients with NE/TH, were
requested. Specifically, responders were asked to document if
quantitative measures of left ventricle (LV) and RV performance,
systemic and pulmonary blood flow, pulmonary pressure, and
shunt characteristics were provided.

Therapeutic strategies for hemodynamic instability
The approach to volume replacement, including how much was
typically given before moving on to a vasoactive medication, was
asked. Participants were then requested to report whether their
therapeutic strategy differed between patients with “isolated
hypotension” as compared to those with both “hypotension and
HRF.”. Responders were given the choice of individual vasoactive
agents, which were then grouped for the purposes of reporting
the results into primary vasopressors (e.g., dopamine, vasopressin,
norepinephrine), primary inotropes (e.g., dobutamine), those with
mixed action (e.g., hydrocortisone, epinephrine), or primary
vasodilators (e.g., milrinone). All agents were selectable therapeu-
tic options for questions related to hypotension both with and
without HRF. The typical first- and second-line agents most
commonly used were requested. For those centers in which the
strategy differed depending on the presenting phenotype, both
strategies were solicited. Pulmonary vasodilator therapeutic
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strategy was queried, including the approach to sedation/
analgesia, the use of nitric oxide, and the frequency of systemically
delivered pulmonary vasodilators (e.g., milrinone, sildenafil,
prostacyclin analogs, bosentan). Clinical practices regarding the
approach to initiation, discontinuation, and modulation of
temperature in the setting of HRF were requested.16 Participants
were given options as to whether the presence of refractory HRF
would prompt changes in target temperature by differing degrees
(e.g., 0.5°, 1° increase in target) or not at all. Finally, ECMO practices
were evaluated.

Statistical analysis
Intergroup comparison between TnECHO and non-TnECHO
centers was performed using univariate analysis. Statistics were
performed using SPSS statistical software version 22 (Armonk, NY,
USA) and figures were generated using Microsoft Excel version 16
(Redmond, WA, USA).

RESULTS
Of centers surveyed, response was obtained from 71 (62%)
locations. The proportion of responders from TnECHO centers (12/
19, 61%) and non-TnECHO centers (59/96, 62%) was similar.
Baseline NICU characteristics and volume of HIE cases did not
differ by center type (Table 1). A larger proportion of TnECHO
centers were located in Canada (p < 0.001).

Assessment/monitoring of systemic and pulmonary
hemodynamics
Most centers indicated a preference for invasive arterial blood
pressure monitoring in these neonates. Most arterial catheters are
placed in a post-ductal position via the umbilical artery (n= 54/57,
94%) route as opposed to a preductal peripheral artery. Intergroup
differences were not present. Although more TnECHO centers
utilized the individual components of systolic and diastolic to
monitor blood pressure as compared to mean (p= 0.001), there
was no consensus as to the definition of hypotension in this
patient population. The most frequently cited definitions were
mean arterial pressure less than gestation in weeks (n= 12, 17%),
mean arterial pressure less than gestation with associated signs of
low cardiac output (n= 11, 15%), and systolic/diastolic <3rd
percentile (n= 9, 13%) (Fig. 1). Troponin was measured with equal

frequency in both center types (Table 2). The most commonly
reported indications for troponin measurement included screen-
ing for multiorgan injury (n= 24, 62%), or attempt to gauge
myocardial ischemia among patients with clinical cardiovascular
disease (n= 17, 38%). The latter rationale for measuring troponin
was cited by 50% (3/6) of TnECHO and 42% (12/33) of non-
TnECHO centers (p= NS). Choice of metrics of oxygenation
efficacy among patients with HRF differed between the centers.
Responders in non-TnECHO centers were more likely to use partial
pressure of oxygen in arterial blood (PaO2) (n= 37, 63%) whereas
TnECHO centers were more likely to use FiO2 requirement and
SpO2 (n= 10, 83%; p= 0.009). The criteria used to define HRF
could be grouped into three broad categories, which were evenly
distributed across center type (Table 2).

Echocardiography
All centers had access to echocardiography provided either by a
TnECHO program, a pediatric cardiology program, or both.
Routine pre-symptomatic screening echocardiography is per-
formed in a minority of both TnECHO (n= 3, 25%) and non-
TnECHO (n= 21, 36%) centers (p= NS). Among centers that
routinely obtain echocardiography, most (n= 16, 70%) studies are
obtained on the first postnatal day. Diagnostic echocardiography
to evaluate hypotension was obtained earlier in the disease course
by TnECHO centers (Table 2). Objective measurement of LV
systolic function was commonly available at both center types;
however, TnECHO centers were more likely to have access to
quantitative measures of RV systolic function (p= 0.02), cardiac
output (p= 0.05), ductal size (p= 0.04), atrial shunt size (0.02), and
atrial shunt direction (p= 0.01) (Table 3).

Treatment strategies for impaired systemic blood flow/
hypotension
More TnECHO centers indicated that the management for isolated
hypotension and/or impaired cardiac output differed if concurrent
HRF was also present (p= 0.01). Among TnECHO centers, it was
more common to start a vasoactive medication without first
giving a saline bolus (i= 0.01); however, when given as a first-line
agent, the volume of saline did not differ between centers
(Table 2). The first-line strategy for isolated hypotension in
TnECHO centers was more likely to be a positive inotrope such
as dobutamine or an agent with mixed inotrope and vasopressor
action such as epinephrine, whereas physicians in non-TnECHO
centers were more likely to choose a vasoconstricting agent,
primarily dopamine, as first-line (p= 0.007). Early hydrocortisone
use (1st or 2nd line) occurred in a minority of TnECHO (n= 3, 25%)
and non-TnECHO (n= 11, 19%) centers (p= NS). Among patients
with hypotension and HRF, more TnECHO centers use medications
that are expected to lower the ratio of pulmonary vascular
resistance (PVR) to systemic vascular resistance (SVR) such as
vasopressin or norepinephrine as first-line therapies for hypoten-
sion (p= 0.01) (Table 2). In contrast, physicians at non-TnECHO
centers used dopamine as a part of the management strategy in
this patient population (p < 0.001).

Treatment strategies for impaired pulmonary blood flow/
hypoxemia
Most centers, irrespective of group allocation, use inhaled nitric
oxide as the first-line medication for HRF among the NE/TH
population. There were no major differences in the use of sedation
strategies between centers, although routine narcotic infusions
were more frequently used in TnECHO centers (p= 0.05) (Table 4).
The approach to cardiovascular support, however, differed
between the groups. Milrinone was reported as a first- (n= 6,
10%) or second-line pulmonary vasodilator therapy (n= 50, 85%)
at non-TnECHO centers. In contrast, none of the TnECHO centers
reported use of milrinone as first line or second line in this
population (p= 0.01). Sildenafil was used occasionally; however,

Table 1. Characteristics of responders with access to TnECHO in their
center vs. those without.

TnECHO
centers
(n= 12)

Non-TnECHO
centers
(n= 59)

P value

Geographic location <0.001

United States of America 3 (25) 56 (95)

Canada 9 (75) 3 (5)

Unit type NS

Mix of inborn and
outborn

11 (92) 48 (81)

Outborn only 1 (8) 10 (19)

Number of beds 55.5 [43,82] 60 [45,81] NS

Number of neonatal
faculty

14 [12,27] 13 [11,22] NS

Number of HIE/year 24 ± 11 26 ± 16 NS

Initiate TH for patients
requiring ≥75% oxygen

12 (100) 53 (91) NS

HIE hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, TH therapeutic hypothermia, NS not
siginificant.
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neither bosentan nor prostacyclin analogs were frequently used
irrespective of center type (Table 4). An additional strategy used to
reverse refractory hypoxemia, primarily at TnECHO centers, was to
modify target temperature (p= 0.002). Most responders at
TnECHO centers (n= 7, 59%) reported increasing the target
temperature by 0.5–1°, while 2 (16%) would make no temperature
adjustment and 3 (25%) would discontinue TH. In contrast, most
physicians at non-TnECHO centers (n= 42, 71%) reported they
would make no temperature adjustment, while 7 (12%) would
increase the target temperature by 0.5–1° and 10 (17%) would
discontinue TH. Unlike TnECHO centers, non-TnECHO centers were
more likely to administer ECMO for at least one patient with the
concurrent diagnosis of NE/TH and HRF per year (p= 0.01)
(Table 2). Regardless of center type, most responders will maintain
TH while on ECMO [TnECHO centers 4/6 (67%) vs. non-TnECHO 42/
47 (89%); NS].

DISCUSSION
Precision medicine, with its emphasis on individualization, is an
important focus for healthcare research in a variety of fields.
Patients with NE who have an element of hypoxic–ischemic (HI)
injury and are undergoing TH may have complex cardiopulmonary
physiology, which makes this patient population well suited to
study the value of tools that provide enhanced diagnostic
accuracy and longitudinal monitoring on patient outcomes. In
this survey, we demonstrate that the availability of cardiopul-
monary physiologic information due to access to hemodynamic
expertise and real-time evaluation of disease pathophysiology
influences care practices of both hypoxemia and hypotension. It is
important to recognize that, while these perspectives may have
physiologic merit, clinical superiority should not be assumed.
Rather, the clinical impact of each approach should be subjected
to prospective evaluation.
The clinical phenotype of newborns with NE is complex. The

neurological injury may be multifactorial, and among those with a
significant component of HI, the cardiopulmonary phenotype may
also be characterized by a variety of different contributors.
Specifically, three mechanisms of cardiovascular dysfunction have

been described in neonates following a perinatal hypoxic insult:
(1) depressed LV function from the initial insult that is further
exacerbated by reactive oxygen species (from the reperfusion
injury) leading to reduced cardiac output and pulmonary venous
hypertension, (2) hypoxic vasoconstriction of the pulmonary
vascular bed leading to elevated PVR and aPH physiology; and
(3) primary insult to RV performance with potential to lead to
biventricular enlargement, dilated cardiomyopathy, and further
impairment to systemic circulation and end-organ perfusion.
These perturbations alone or in combination may result in failure
to initiate normal transition through spontaneous breathing, such
that neonates with HI are at risk of pathological persistence of
elevated PVR, aPH, and RV and LV dysfunction.3 The biological
nature of hypoxemia may be mistaken for lung parenchymal
disease and the need for high ventilator pressures intended to
“open the lung.” The consequences to patients with normal
functional residual capacity may include over-distension-mediated
impairment of pulmonary blood flow,17 reduced LV end-diastolic
volume,18 LV stroke volume,18 and impaired systemic perfusion.19

Perinatal asphyxia also causes cardiac ischemia, to which the
neonatal myocardium is uniquely vulnerable20,21 and ongoing
postnatal hypoxia may upregulate a variety of molecular pathways
that may further impair contractility.22 The RV may be particularly
vulnerable due to higher metabolic requirements,23 more vulner-
able coronary circulation,24 and greater afterload sensitivity.25,26

Comorbid infection or adrenal injury may further complicate the
picture as does the introduction of TH. Reducing core body
temperature increases both PVR27 and SVR, and worsens
oxygenation failure.28

The value of clinical indices of cardiovascular well-being include
blood pressure, end-organ function (e.g., urine output), and
biochemical evidence of hypoperfusion (e.g., metabolic acidosis,
lactate) is questionable as both the primary HI insult and altered
core body temperature may impact their reliability. This con-
fluence of factors make identification of contributors to cardio-
vascular dysfunction and determination of hemodynamic stability
difficult.29 In addition, medications that are commonly utilized and
biologically plausible among patients with aPH alone, may have
unintended effects in this patient population. Milrinone, for
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example, has been associated with severe systemic hypotension,
which may be related to impaired clearance in patients with NE/
TH.30 Without access to real-time information regarding the
ambient physiology, it is extremely difficult to unravel the natural
evolution of the disease from other causes of deterioration. This is
most important when considering the side effects of well-
intended intensive care strategies, including not only
cardiovascular-specific agents but also the introduction of
alternative sedative agents (i.e., dexmedetomidine), which may
also become protocolized. Limited access to echocardiography is a
challenge in some centers and may have direct clinical implica-
tions secondary to diagnostic delay or lack of longitudinal
appraisal of treatment response. The establishment of neonatal
hemodynamic programs, where comprehensive TnECHO is
performed by trained neonatology consultants, enables enhanced
diagnostic precision and a more judicious approach to therapeutic
intervention.31,32 Optimization of heart and lung function may
enhance the recovery of organ function and positively modulate
patient outcomes.
Scientific evidence to justify contemporary approaches to

cardiovascular care in term neonates with NE/TH is limited.
Neonatal practice has largely evolved from the approach to
preterm infants, which focuses on the achievement of a mean
arterial pressure target using a stepwise escalation of agents.33

The prevalence of dopamine as a first-line agent in this and
other34 surveys of pulmonary hypertension management suggests
that the primary goal of the therapy is to overcome the pulmonary
pressure, thereby divert blood into the lungs either through the

RV or left to right through the ductus arteriosus. This approach
may have limitations, particularly among the sickest of patients;
specifically, dopamine has been associated with an increase in the
PVR:SVR ratio due to a greater degree of vasoconstriction in the
more reactive pulmonary vascular bed.35–37 This may have
negative consequences on RV performance and therefore,
indirectly, cardiac output. High-dose catecholamine infusions
may also be associated with tachycardia, which, when sustained,
leads to a decrement in myocardial performance. This is related
both to excessive metabolic demands and insufficient time for
calcium to be cleared from the sarcolemma between beats.38

Patients with HI and concurrent acute PH may already have both
disease-related tachycardia and pre-existing cardiac dysfunction.
These patients may therefore be at greater risk of failed
compensatory mechanisms and potentially a decline in cardiac
efficacy under tachycardic conditions.39 There is emerging
evidence that vasopressin, which is a systemic vasoconstrictor
with favorable effects on the pulmonary vascular bed and minimal
impact on heart rate, may be a more logical agent for hypotensive
patients with aPH.40 Improved access to longitudinal TnECHO
information may help clinicians justify both choice of therapy,
characterize the efficacy of its intended role, and further
customize therapy if the desired end-point is not reached.
Repeated exposure to medications that perform more reliably, in
addition to the aforementioned factors, may have contributed to a
gradual change in practice at TnECHO sites. It is possible that this
evolution of practice could contribute to a lower frequency of
ECMO in this population in TnECHO centers; however, it is not

Table 2. Approach to care of impaired systemic and pulmonary blood flow between centers with and without access to TnECHO services.

TnECHO centers
(n= 12)

Non-TnECHO centers
(n= 59)

P value

Monitoring of systemic and pulmonary hemodynamics

Arterial access via the umbilical artery 11/11 (100) 56/59 (94) NS

Routine arterial BP measurement 11 (92) 46 (79) NS

Utilize systolic/diastolic BP to set thresholds of concern 9 (75) 12 (21) 0.001

Use of blood pressure as part of the definition of HRF 5 (42) 9 (15) 0.05

Early echocardiography for hypotensive patient (one drug) 11 (92) 33 (59) 0.04

Routine troponin measurement 7 (58) 41 (71) ns

Oxygenation criteria to define severe hypoxemia/HRF

FiO2 0.5–0.75 4 (33) 17 (29) NS

FiO2 0.75–1.0 3 (25) 22 (37)

FiO2 ≥ 0.5+ inhaled nitric oxide 5 (42) 18 (31)

Consider hypoxemia as an indication for echocardiography 12 (100) 42 (72) 0.05

Therapeutic approach to impaired systemic/pulmonary hemodynamics

Fluid bolus volume prior to first cardiotropic agent (ml/kg) 10 (10) 10 (10,20) NS

Initiation of cardiotropic therapy without first giving fluid bolus 6 (50) 8 (14) 0.01

Different cardiotropic strategy for patients with hypotension alone vs. hypotension
+HRF

8 (67) 15 (26) 0.01

First-line strategy for hypotension alone 0.007

Vasoconstrictor (e.g., dopamine, vasopressin, norepinephrine) 6 (50) 50 (88)

Inotrope (e.g., dobutamine, epinephrine) 6 (50) 7 (12)

First-line strategy for hypotension with HRF, which lowers PVR:SVR ratio (e.g.,
vasopressin, norepinephrine)

6 (50) 9 (15) 0.01

Dopamine use for hypotension in setting of HRF 1 (8) 42 (72) <0.001

Consider ECMO an option for HIE with refractory hypoxemia 6 (50) 47 (82) 0.06

Administer ECMO for >1 patient per year with concurrent HIE and hypoxic
respiratory failure

0/12 (0) 20/58 (35) 0.01

PVR pulmonary vascular resistance, SVR systemic vascular resistance, FiO2 fraction of inspired oxygen, ECMO extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, HRF
hypoxic respiratory failure, HIE hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy, NS not significant.
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possible to be conclusive based on this study methodology,
particularly with geographic variation in site type.
Recent evidence suggests that hemodynamic instability and

changes in cardiovascular health may contribute, at least in part,
to brain injury; specifically, emerging data linking aPH and RV
dysfunction to abnormal neurological outcomes suggests a role
for the cardiovascular system in modulating postnatal risk of brain
injury.6,7,41 The presence of aPH during TH has also been
associated with increased risk of abnormal brain magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and neurodevelopmental impair-
ment.6,42 Similarly, both low tricuspid annulus plane systolic
excursion (TAPSE, measure of RV longitudinal systolic function)
and RV fractional area change (a surrogate for RV ejection fraction)
have been independently associated with death or abnormal
brain MRI in patients with NE/TH.7 Abnormal cerebral hemody-
namics was identified in this and other studies.43–46 It is
biologically plausible that prolonged derangement in the balance
of supply and demand of substrate to the brain may aggravate
injury and may therefore be an opportunity for targeted
intervention. These data suggest that early inotropic support for
RV dysfunction and a focus on ensuring vasoconstricting
medications achieve a balance of adequate coronary and cerebral
organ perfusion pressure without exacerbating the high PVR state,
may be important modulators of brain injury. In order to pursue
this hypothesis, the field will need to move beyond symptom-
based management and evaluate alternative approaches to

monitoring and intervention in well-controlled trials. Agreement
on metrics, indicating stability whether this be a specific type,
location, level of blood pressure, another clinical marker (or
combination thereof), or an alternative marker of physiological
health, is an essential prerequisite to large-scale research in this
area. Training programs for neonatal hemodynamics specialists
with the skills to perform and interpret early echocardiography
may be one avenue to pursue. Real-time monitoring, however,
should not be limited to the heart. The continued evolution and
validation of end-organ monitoring tools (e.g., near-infrared
spectroscopy) is needed to provide continuous organ-specific
monitoring of this complex and frequently changing cardiopul-
monary disease.
There are some potential limitations to our survey. First, this

study was not designed to evaluate the direct impact of variance
in approach to monitoring or treatment on patient stability or
clinical outcomes; therefore, the findings should not be extra-
polated to indicate that one specific diagnostic or therapeutic
approach is necessarily superior. Second, although 38% of those
surveyed did not respond, it is unlikely that those units are
systematically different than responders. Although literature in
this area is sparse, the perspectives of non-TnECHO centers are
well aligned with prior publications, which evaluated cardiovas-
cular care in this patient population.3,47 Third, we surveyed single
representatives of each unit with a designation of a leadership
position. While respondents were asked to provide information
that reflected the perception of unit approach as a whole,
personal biases may exist and there may be some variation at an
individual level, which was not captured. Fourth, based on this
study design, it is not possible to confirm that NE patients are of
equivalent disease severity at all sites. The difference in
geographic distribution of TnECHO vs. non-TnECHO centers could
be a contributor to bias; however, there are no known systematic
differences between Canadian and American NICU practices that
are relevant to this patient population. Fifth, we specifically asked
responders about their approach to HI-related encephalopathy;
however, it is possible that responders were replying with respect
to their approach to the broader NE population. Finally, although
TnECHO may complement the clinical examination, the merits and
thresholds to initiate treatment require investigation to determine
the risk–benefit ratio.

CONCLUSION
The approach to cardiovascular care, in neonates with NE
undergoing TH, differs between centers with and without access
to TnECHO. Consensus regarding the definitions of hypotension
and HRF are lacking. Use of dopamine remains commonplace
despite biologically plausible drawbacks. The use of
enhanced diagnostic or longitudinal monitoring tools to better
appraise the relationship between hemodynamic instability or
abnormal heart function, its management, and brain health may

Table 3. Echocardiography parameters typically available on echo reports by center type.

TnECHO centers (n= 12) Non-TnECHO centers (n= 59) P value

Quantitative measures of LV function (ejection fraction) 12 (100) 49 (83) NS

Left and/or right ventricular output 12 (100) 12 (20) <0.001

Quantitative measures of RV function (TAPSE, FAC) 10 (83) 25 (43) 0.02

Quantitative ductal diameter 11 (92) 35 (60) 0.04

Direction of ductal shunt 12 (100) 51 (88) NS

Size of atrial shunt 11 (92) 25 (43) 0.02

Direction of atrial shunt 11 (92) 21 (36) 0.01

RV right ventricle, LV left ventricle, TAPSE tricuspid annulus plane systolic excursion, FAC fractional area change, NS not significant.

Table 4. Approach to sedation and alternative pulmonary vasodilator
strategies for HRF, in patients with concomitant HIE undergoing TH,
according to center type.

TnECHO
centers
(n= 12)

Non-TnECHO
centers
(n= 59)

P value

Sedation/analgesia strategies

Routine narcotic infusion 10 (83) 32 (54) 0.05

Routine benzodiazepine
administration

0 2 (3) NS

Intermittent or continuous
muscle relaxation

3 (25) 24 (41) NS

Dexmedetomidine infusion 0 6 (10) NS

Pulmonary vasodilator therapies

Inhaled nitric oxide first line 12 (100) 49 (85) NS

Milrinone 6 (50) 50 (85) 0.01

Sildenafil 4 (33) 16 (27) NS

Prostacyclin analog 2 (17) 11 (19) NS

Bosentan 0 1 (2) NS

NS not significant.
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enable improved therapeutic precision and the discovery of novel
interventions.
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